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Franz Chen is the founder of Franz Collection and, prior to that, founder 
of the Seagull Group. In the 90s, the Seagull Group became the top gift 
producer and the artwork designed and manufactured by the company 
can be found all over the world. Although the company merged some fine 
art makers such as well-known American company Legend, Franz Chen 
wanted to create a Chinese brand. Currently, Franz Collection is distributed 
in 6000 points of sales in 56 countries and owns almost 200 retail stores in 
the Greater China.

Franz Chen
CEO of Franz Collection Inc., Taiwan

Chih-Kang Chu is founder and design director at his own agency. Chinese 
cultural elements with deep cultural connotation, are a trademark in his 
design. Combined with his keen observation of scenario, his works could 
always awaken those emotions in people’s memories. That is why his works 
could touch readers’ heart. His works get a great acceptance not only in 
China, but all around the world.

Chu Chih-Kang 
Founder and Design Director of Chu Chih-Kang Space 
Design, China

Zhixing Fan is chief growth office & partner of Shanghai Yitiao Technology 
Co., Ltd. Yitiao started with featuring high-quality mini documentary and 
gained over 20 million followers in a very short time. Afterwards, Yitiao 
quickly marched in E-commerce field, aiming to build the largest online 
lifestyle-shopping platform in China. Zhixing graduated with a bachelor‘s 
degree in management from South China University of Technology and 
has worked at “World Vision Magazine” as Deputy Editor-in-Chief, later as 
Editor in Chief of „XinZhike“ (Focus Magazine), and the Chinese version of 
“MIT Technology Review”.

Zhixing Fan 
Chief Growth Office and Partner of Shanghai Yitiao  
Network Technology Co., Ltd., China

Kimitaka Kato is excutive director and CDO, Japan Institute of Design 
Promotion (JDP) and also served as an external advisor of Management 
Countil at Kyushu University. Prior to this – and after graduating from  
Kyushu University of Arts and Technology – Kimitaka joined FUJITSU 
LIMITED as Senior Vice President of Marketing Strategy, Strategy Planning 
Division (Design Strategy) and as President of FUJITSU DESIGN LIMITED.  
He has accumulated more than 40 years of expertise and knowledge in 
design and design management.

Kimitaka Kato 
Japan Institute of Design Promotion (JDP), Japan



Alexandra Klatt is co-founder, concept manager and program manager of 
the Berlin Design Week. Since 2004 she runs a design studio long-rooted 
in the capital region of Germany in and around Berlin, specializing in 
brand strategy, art direction, concept and production management, which 
merged into lunkwitzklatt in 2018. She also invented other formats such as 
state of DESIGN and was appointed to the board of experts of the German 
Competence Center of the cultural and creative industry of the German 
Federation in 2017.

Alexandra Klatt 
Co-founder of Berlin Design Week, Germany

Kari Korkman, M.Sc. (Econ.), is the founder and director of Helsinki Design 
Week and the President of World Design Weeks. He has been involved in 
a large number of product development projects and launches since the 
beginning of the 90s and has produced and curated a number of design 
exhibitions and events. Kari has received much recognition for his  
achievements in the design business and for activating city culture.  
In 2019 he was honored as an honorary doctorate at Aalto University.

Kari Korkman 
Founder and CEO of Helsinki Design Week, Finland

Zuzanna Skalska is a founding partner of 360Inspiration. Zuzanna‘s core 
expertise areas include Up-Front Innovation and Strategic Futures Thinking. 
She works closely with top executives on strategic development  
scenarios as well as with R&D teams on specific projects. Prior to that,  
Zuzanna worked at Philips and contributed to the design and development 
of global projects, before engaging in a design management & trends  
consultancy at a leading Dutch design studio. With over 20 years of  
experience, Zuzanna works for clients from various industries, including 
many blue chips and market leaders.

Zuzanna Skalska 
Founding partner of 360Inspiration, The Netherlands

Jackson Tan is a Singaporean artist, designer and curator. He has  
collaborated with brands and organizations such as Nike, MTV, Design 
Singapore, Herman Miller, SunnyHills and UNIQLO. Notable projects include 
the ubiquitous brand identity of SG50, to celebrate Singapore‘s golden 
jubilee. CREATIVE©TIES. Inspired by childhood memories of visiting the 
Singapore Zoo, he created the Art-Zoo project to celebrate wonder and 
creativity through art and play. He was awarded ‚Designer of the Year‘ in 
2007 by the President‘s Design Award, the highest accolade for designers 
in Singapore.

Jackson Tan 
Creative Director of BLACK, Singapore



Graphic designer Pichit Virankabutra is the director of Creative City  
Development Department, Creative Economic Agency(CEA). His main task 
is to develop Charoenkrung as the creative district to drive forward the 
creative economy. He graduated from the Chulalongkorn University,  
Bangkok, Thailand and Goldsmith College, University of London. As a  
member of the Thailand Creative & Design Center (TCDC) he was  
responsible for curatorial work on exhibition and creative programs.

Pichit Virankabutra 
Director of Creative City Development Department  
of Creative Economy Agency (CEA), Thailand

Minchelle Wen is the co-founder of Dear b&b – Taiwan‘s online select B 
&B guide, with the mission of inviting more travelers to stay in Taiwan and 
appreciate the beauty of the island. Prior to this, Minchelle worked at Sony 
Taiwan and won the Sony Global Marketing Award. Minchelle and her 
business partner were selected as the representative female entrepreneur 
of the Facebook global program #SheMeansBusiness in 2016. Over the 
past seven years, they have visited and evaluated 700 accommodations 
around 

Minchelle Wen 
Co-founder of Dear b&b, Taiwan

Ligang Zhou is chairman of Hangzhou Bole Industrial Design Co., Ltd., 
Member of the standing committee of the CPPCC in shangcheng district. 
Ligang has won the “Top Ten Outstanding Young People in China‘s Design 
Industry” and “Top Ten Outstanding Designers in China‘s Industrial Design”, 
the first batch of senior industrial designers in Zhejiang Province. Ligang 
is special tutor of Zhejiang University International Design and Research 
Institute and visiting professor of Beijing Institute of Fashion Technology.

Ligang Zhou 
CEO of Bole Design, China



Ralph Wiegmann is the Managing Director of iF International Forum 
Design GmbH in Hannover (Germany). Thanks to his global activities and 
his decades of experience, on the Asian continent in particular, he is a 
popular speaker at conferences, intimately familiar with the design scene 
and very knowledgeable about programs focusing on Asia, making him a 
highly experienced networking partner. Prior to this, Ralph worked for 
Deutsche Messe AG as a project leader and leading executive from 1981 to 
1995. He is a former board member of ICSID (International Council of 
Societies of Industrial Design) and, in his capacity as iF Managing Director, 
plays a decisive role in advancing the international reputation and ensuring 
the successful organization of the iF DESIGN AWARDS.

Ralph Wiegmann
CEO, International Forum Design GmbH

Prof. Ding-Bang Luh received his PhD from Illinois Institute of Technology  
in 2000. He has been teaching at Department of Industrial Design (ID),  
National Cheng Kung University (NCKU) for 25 years. Major work  
experiences include Dean of Creative Design College, Asia University, Head 
of ID and chairperson of Institute of Creative Industrial Design NCKU, and 
President of Chinese Institute of Design. Currently he is serving as President 
of Taiwan Design Innovation Management Association, and Chairperson of 
International Service Innovation Design Association.

Prof. Ding-Bang Luh
Chair Professor, Guangdong University of Technology
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